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Ab initio calculations are carried out on the H2O•••N2, H2O•••H2, and H2O•••CO complexes.
Infrared spectra of the complexes are investigated, with an emphasis on the effect of weak bonding
on the frequencies and the infrared intensities of the monomers. Connections are explored between
the computational results and the experimentally measured infrared spectra of ice surfaces covered
by H2, N2, and CO adsorbate. Additional issues addressed include the influence of the counterpoise
correction on the equilibrium geometry of the complexes, and the analysis of the different
contributions ~exchange, dispersion, electrostatic! to the weak bonding, and to the frequency









































Clusters of H2O with gaseous atoms and molecules r
ceived considerable attention in the past, both from exp
mentalists and from theorists~e.g., Refs. 1–33!. The long
term goal of the investigation of such clusters is to ga
insights into interactions of small molecules with water
condensed phase systems, e.g., in solutions, or on icy
faces. While solutions or surface/adsorbate systems are m
more complex than the small clusters, the intermolecular
teractions in these weakly bonded systems are largely
additive, and one can gain considerable insight to these
tems by studying pair interactions between the compon
molecules. In the present paper we investigate theoretical
series of three clusters—H2O•••H2, H2O•••N2, and
H2O•••CO. In particular, we investigate the effects of wea
bonding on the infrared frequencies and the intensities of
monomers. Computational results on the frequency sh
and the intensity changes in the dimers are compared to
perimental results for gaseous adsorbates~H2, N2, and CO!
on icy surfaces.
Ab initio studies were shown to be a valuable tool f
studying the nature of weak bonding.33,34Weak intermolecu-
lar interactions are hard to calculate very accurately, sin
they correspond to small differences between large qua
ties. While at present the accuracy ofab initio potentials is
well below spectroscopic, the qualitative shapes of the c
culated potentials are believed to be reliable. One sho
emphasize thatab initio calculations are the only mean
available to obtain the potentials from first principles, wit
out any initial assumptions on their shape.Ab initio calcula-
tions have been used extensively~e.g., Refs. 25–27,31–
33,40–43! to attain qualitative understanding of the shape
the anisotropic potential, via decomposition of the intera
tion energy into four fundamental components~electrostatic,
exchange, dispersion, and polarization!. The ab initio map-
























clusters H2O•••H2, H2O•••N2, and H2O•••CO was already
carried out by us in the past for rigid monomers.31–33 Here
the studies of these clusters are extended to include~a! opti-
mization of cluster geometries with respect to all coordi
nates,~b! comparison between the physical origin of the in-
teraction energies in the three clusters in optimize
geometries, and~c! the dependence of the potential on mono
mer vibrational coordinates, and calculation of infrared fre
quencies and intensities. Pastab initio studies of the
H2O•••N2 and H2O•••CO complexes by other authors can be
found in Refs. 19–22.
In this study we shall examine the effect of weak bond
ing on monomer frequencies and intensities. It has bee
known for a long time that weak bonding induces frequenc
changes in vibrational spectra of molecules; in fact, suc
frequency changes have been used for years to probe lo
nvironments of molecules in matrices, solutions and clus
ters, and on surfaces~e.g., Ref. 44!. However, basic under-
standing of interactions that cause the frequency shifts
quite limited. Typically, researchers in the field assume
simple phenomenological models for dependence of the p
tential on monomer vibrational coordinates, and use them
calculate the shifts~e.g., Refs. 22 and 44!. For example, the
intermolecular potential may be modeled as a sum of func
tions of interatomic distances, and the shifts in monome
frequencies are assumed to be due to a distortion of th
monomer by such interatomic terms. Alternatively, frequenc
shifts are assumed to be dominated by one or a few speci
intermolecular interaction terms~e.g., by the induced
dipole–permanent dipole interaction, or induced dipole–
induced dipole interaction!; the asymptotic long range for-
mulas are then used for these interactions, and the vibration
dependence is introduced via the derivative of the polariz
ability or of the dipole with respect to the vibrational coor-
dinate. While such phenomenological models often work fo
specific systems, first principle understanding of interaction
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Downlotered but~usually! poorly understood effect of weak bonding
is a change in the infrared intensity. In some systems inte
sity changes due to weak bonding are quite dramatic. A we
known example is the very significant increase in the infr
red OH stretch intensity, accompanied by a very significa
frequency shift, upon formation of a hydrogen bond betwee
a pair of water molecules; this remarkable effect was di
cussed theoretically in the past in Refs. 45–46. Another e
ample to be discussed in this paper is an increase in inten
of the OH stretch band upon formation of weak bonding wit
CO.
In this paper we employab initio calculations to obtain
first principle information on the frequency and intensit
shifts in the three clusters. The present calculations are
ploratory and highly approximate, employing predominant
harmonic normal mode analysis at optimized configuratio
for these highly anharmonic cluster systems. Because of
errors inherent to the calculations~the frequency shifts are
generally small!!, we are interested mainly in frequency an
intensity changes and trends rather than in the absolute v
ues. Frequencies and intensities are explored for differe
intermolecular configurations of the clusters. The physic
origin of the frequency shifts is analyzed usingab initio
methods mentioned above.39–43
The calculations are used to interpret experimenta
measured spectra of adsorbates on ice surfaces. This pa
the investigation is a part of our ongoing research program
study weak bonding of gaseous adsorbates~such as H2, N2,
and CO! to the ice surface.47–53 The experimental informa-
tion is derived predominantly from the infrared absorptio
bands of the adsorbate and of the dangling OH~or OD!
bonds on the ice surface. The dangling bonds are bonds
the surface water molecules, in which the H atom~or the D
atom! is not engaged in hydrogen bonding with another w
ter molecule. The infrared peak due to the dangling bonds
close to the gaseous HDO value, and well removed from t
bulk ice band of hydrogen bonded OH~or OD! stretch. We
have shown in the past that the dangling OH~or OD! spectral
features shift upon exposure to adsorbate in a highly spec
manner, and thus serve as a useful probe of bonding of
adsorbate to the surface.47–53Complementary information is
available from the adsorbate infrared and Raman ban
Thus, the CO adsorbate band is a doublet, indicating t
presence of two types of adsorption sites on the ice surfa
One of these sites was shown to be associated with CO
tachment to the dangling OH~or OD! bonds.53 In the present
study we summarize the experimental information on fr
quency shifts of dangling OH and OD bands upon exposu
to H2, N2, and CO adsorbate, and the shifts in adsorba
bands with respect to the gas phase. Moreover, new data
presented on the changes in the dangling bond infrared
tensity upon gas adsorption. Connections are explored
tween these data and theab initio calculations on the
H2O•••H2, H2O•••N2, and H2O•••CO dimers. While quanti-
tative agreement is not expected in comparison between
perimental data on complex condensed phase systems anab
initio calculations on dimers,ab initio calculations reproduce
quite well some qualitative trends observed on the surfac





































stretch absorption upon attachment of a molecule to OH, i
the order H2,N2,CO. The CO frequency shift is shown to
depend on the configuration of CO with respect to the wate
molecule, in qualitative accord with the experimental results
In addition to the investigation of vibrational spectra, the
ab initio part of this study addresses some computationa
issues. The Gaussian packages55 that allow automatic geom-
etry optimization by using gradient technique led to the prac
tice of determining geometries of H-bonded systems by au
tomated search for the global minimum of the total energy o
the complex. This procedure ignores the presence of the b
sis set superposition error~BSSE!.54 Several authors have
investigated in the past the influence of the BSSE on th
structure of the hydrogen bonded complexes.25,31,56–60It was
found that the change in equilibrium distances after applying
the counterpoise correction can be quite large.57 Erroneous
behavior of the BSSE-uncorrected potential energy surfac
~PES! was observed for several complexes involving the wa
ter molecule25,31,59and SCO.60 One of the aims of this work
is to show how the BSSE influences the equilibrium structure
of the investigated systems. Preliminary results are also pre
sented on the effect of BSSE on vibrational frequencies.
In Sec. II, experimental results are given. In Sec. III the




Infrared spectra have been observed for H2, N2, CO ad-
orbed within the micropores of amorphous ice and at th
surface of cubic ice nanocrystals. Measurements have fo
cused on the position and intensity of the stretch-mode band
of the dangling-OH~OD! groups, which are characteristic of
the icy surfaces, and on the variations of the band paramete
when the ice surfaces are covered with these molecular a
sorbates. As in previous studies, the amorphous ice samp
films were prepared at the rate of;0.1m/min by condensa-
tion of H2O or D2O vapor beams in vacuum.
50 Sampling at
submicron adsorbate-gas pressures in the temperature ran
of 12 to 30 K made use of an infrared transparent substra
attached to the cold stem of an Air Products CS-202 closed
cycle refrigerator. Samples of amorphous ice, under gas pre
sures ranging from 5–300 Torr at 80 K, were prepared on a
inner window of a modification of the liquid–nitrogen-
cooled double-walled infrared cluster cell described
previously.51
The ice nanocrystals were prepared as micron-thick de
posits using a technique recently described in some detail.52
The nanocrystals, formed in the gas phase of a static clust
cell at temperatures in the 75–85 K range, were allowed t
diffuse to the end windows of the cluster cell, where deposit
composed of ‘‘separate’’ clusters were formed. Repetitive
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DownloH2O ~D2O! in N2, produced ice deposits offering sever
advantages over direct sampling of the gas-phase nanoc
tals. In the present study these advantages included~a! the
use of long FT-IR scan times that yield the bands of t
surface-localized modes, for the bare nanocrystals as we
with adsorbates, with the high signal-to-noise levels nec
sary for relative intensity measurements,~b! the ability to
expose the crystals to adsorbates over a wide range of t
peratures and pressures, and~c! the use of a single ice sampl
for several measurements, since a given volatile adsorb
may be sampled and removed in preparation for measu
ments using a second adsorbate.
FT-IR spectra were measured by coadding 256–10
scans at nominal resolutions of either 2 or 4 cm21 using
either a Bio Rad FTS-20 or FTS-40 spectrometer. The we
bands~,0.01 peak absorbance! of the dangling-OH~OD!
groups occur on the high-frequency wing of the inten
bands of the bulk-ice stretching modes~;2.0 peak absor-
bance!. As a result, it was necessary to fit the spectra
curved backgrounds in preparation for digital integration u
ing the program PeakFit by Jandel Scientific. Repetitive re
tive band intensity measurements for a sample with a giv
adsorbate at a particular temperature and pressure, comp
to band intensities of the bare ice, agreed to within 20%.
B. Experimental results
Typical spectra, showing the comparison
dangling-OH band intensities for the same icenanocrystals,
bare~3692 cm21! and covered with CO adsorbate molecul
~3650 cm21! are presented in Fig. 1. It is clear from thes
spectra that the dangling-OH mode is downshifted and
hanced significantly by interaction with the CO molecule
Band positions and quantitative intensity-ratio values a
FIG. 1. Infrared bands of the dangling-OH-bond mode of ice at 80 K;~a!
bare and~b! covered with CO under 20 Torr of CO(g). The curves••• are
for the original digitized spectra, while curves—represent the best mi
Gaussian–Lorentzian bands from the difference between the digitized s






















given in Table I for the adsorbates H2, N2, and CO for amor-
phous and crystalline ice at low~15–30 K! and elevated
~;80 K! temperatures. In general, these numbers indicat
that both the band intensification and the downshift of the
peak positions increase through the sequence of adsorba
H2, N2, and CO.
There is no evidence of a general pattern of difference
of the enhancement factors for the amorphous versus th
crystalline ice or of dangling-OH vs dangling-OD.~The main
difference between the nanocrystal and amorphous ice su
face is presumably the extent of surface roughness.! How-
ever, the magnitude of the band intensity ratio for N2 and CO
adsorbed on amorphous ice at;25 K is significantly greater
than at higher temperatures; or for N2 on crystalline ice,
regardless of temperature. This may reflect a reduced orie
tational mobility of the molecules adsorbed on the amor
phous ice at low temperature, as one might anticipate a larg
oscillating dipole for a configuration having the adsorbate
molecule linear with the dangling-OH group.
The frequencies of the fundamental stretching modes o
the diatomic adsorbate molecules can also be determined, f
comparison with the computational values, either from infra-
red absorbance or Raman scattering. Infrared bands ha
been reported for H2
50 and CO53 adsorbed on amorphous ice,
and are noted here along with new Raman and induced in
frared results for N2 on amorphous ice and infrared values
for H2 and CO on the surfaces of ice nanocrystals. The fre
quencies of the induced H2 infrared bands vary with the time
on the amorphous ice, but, after a few hours of relaxation a
12 K, have values near 4128 and 4140 cm21 for ortho and
para forms, respectively50 @i.e., theQ1~1! andQ1~0! modes
are shifted by 27 and 21 cm21, respectively, versus the gas
phase values;61 relaxation corresponds, presumably, to H2
molecules diffusing to more stable sites on the surface#. By
contrast, the bands foro–H2 and p–H2 adsorbed on ice
nanocrystals are invariant with time at 4137 and 4145 cm21,
indicating shifts of 18 and 16 cm21 relative to H2(g).
Though the adsorbed H2 molecules have stretch frequen-
cies that vary somewhat with the nature of the surface site
of the amorphous ice, and the Raman peak frequencies te
to be blueshifted 2–4 cm21 from the corresponding infrared
ed
ec-
TABLE I. Band positions, frequency shifts, and the enhancement factors o
the band intensity of the dangling OH~OD! vibrations of amorphous (I a)
and crystalline (I c) ice relative to bare ice for the adsorbates H2, N2, and
CO.
Sample Position~cm21! Shift ~cm21! Intensity ratio
H2/I a/12 K ~D2O! 2720 8 1.1
N2/I a/25 K ~D2O! 2709 19 2.5
N2/I a/85 K ~D2O! 2712 16 1.1
CO/I a/30 K ~D2O! 2684 44 3.1
CO/I a/30 K ~H2O! 3636 60 4.0
CO/I a/85 K ~D2O! 2692 36 1.2
H2/I c/20 K ~H2O! 3683 9 1.1
N2/I c/20 K ~H2O! 3670 22 1.4
N2/I c/20 K ~D2O! 2708 18 1.5
N2/I c/85 K ~H2O! 3675 17 1.6
CO/I c/76 K ~D2O! 2691 35 2.5
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Downloavalues, the stretch mode bands ofo–H2 andp–H2 appear as
single broadbands in each instance. On the other hand,
nature of the CO interaction at the different sites varies su
ficiently to cause the appearance of two distinct bands, se
rated by 16 cm21 @at 2152 and 2136 cm21, or shifted19 and
27 cm21 from CO(g) values53#. Similarly, a doublet with
peaks at 2153 and 2137 cm21 is observed for CO adsorbed
on ice nanocrystals, and there is strong evidence that
higher-frequency band is caused by CO associated with
dangling OH bonds.53 There is also some evidence that N2
adsorbed on amorphous ice at 20 K produces two ban
separated by;4 cm21, as the infrared spectrum contains
dominant peak at 2330 cm21 with a weaker shoulder near
2326 cm21. However, the Raman spectrum, which gives a
intense stretch mode band and should be more reliable in t
instance, consists of a single band centered at 2330 cm21. In
either case, the shift from the N2(g) value of 2331 cm
21 is
small.
III. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS
A. Computational details
Ab initio calculations were carried out using theGAUSS-
IAN92 computer code.55 Correlation was included via the
second-order perturbation theory~MP2 code!. All calculations
were made without the frozen-core approximation. Hig
quality Gaussian basis set of the well-tempered type, co
taining three sets of polarization functions on all atoms w
used to investigate the interactions.21,22This is (14s8p/10s)
2[7s6p/5s] basis set~WT!,62,63 augmented by the three
d-symmetry polarization functions with the following expo
nents for O: 0.1, 0.3, 1.25, and C: 0.0705, 0.197, 0.659, a
threep-symmetry functions for H: 0.1, 0.316, 1.0.64 The ex-
ponents were optimized to best describe the interaction e
ergy between the polar and polarizable systems. This ba
set reproduces the SCF andMP2 energies of the monomers
very well, and, moreover, it accurately treats the multipo
moments and polarizabilities of the monomers. When a
plied to the intermolecular complexes this basis set is ess
tially free of the primary and secondary basis set superpo
tion error at the SCF level.64 The accurate reproduction of
the molecular properties suggests that the components of
interaction energies are faithfully represented. Further exte
sion of the basis set by adding the higher symmetry pola
ization functions should have a major effect only on dispe
sion energy, as the remaining terms~electrostatic, exchange,
and induction! are, most likely, already saturated in this bas
set.64~a!
The monomer properties calculated in the WT basis s
are presented in Tables II and III. One of the concerns
calculations of weak interactions is a possible influence
the secondary BSSE, which appears as a result of change
monomer properties due to the use of the dimer basis. P
studies64 suggest that in the WT basis used in the prese
study the secondary BSSE should be negligible. We carri
out several tests to verify this expectation for our system
The dipole of H2O was calculated in the dimer bases of th
H2O•••CO and the H2O•••H2 global minima; the resulting































the monomer basis. For the CO dipole calculated in the
monomer basis and in the H2O•••CO dimer basis, the agree-
ment was even better. We also investigated the effect of th
secondary BSSE on the dipole derivative of the H2O•••H2
complex with respect to the H2 stretch, in theohx configu-
ration shown in Fig. 2~a! and discussed in detail in the fol-
lowing section. This configuration was selected, since the
dipole derivative is small, so the BSSE effects could poten-
tially be significant. The dipole derivative of the complex
was calculated to be20.002 99 a.u., while the BSSE in this
quantity was only 0.000 04 a.u.~The BSSE is defined as in
Ref. 64~c! as @m8~H2!1m8~H2O!#D2@m8~H2!1m8~H2O!#M ,
TABLE II. The calculated monomer properties in the WT basis set~in a.u.!
for the experimental geometry.a
E H2O H2 CO N2
ESCF 276.064 225 21.133 223 2112.782 611 2108.985 474







SCF 1.917 0.6649 21.7609 20.927
Qxx





Qxx,tot 21.964 0.635 21.826 21.211
Qyy,tot 1.879
Qxx,exp 1.96
81~b! 0.66281~a! 21.8581~a! 21.0477~a!
Qyy,exp 21.862
azz
SCF 8.477 6.437 14.430 14.884
azz
(2) 1.202 0.0004 1.216 20.648
azz,tot 9.679 6.437 15.646 14.236
axx
SCF 9.161 4.613 11.253 9.742
axx
(2) 0.827 20.066 0.688 0.309
axx,tot 9.988 4.547 11.921 10.051
ayy
SCF 7.896 4.613 11.253 9.742
ayy
(2) 1.648 20.066 0.668 0.309
azz,tot 9.544 4.547 11.921 10.051
azz,exp 9.47
64 6.93984 15.74684 15.09484
axx,exp 9.68 4.820 12.169 10.370
ayy,exp 9.19 4.820 12.169 10.370
aExp. geometry:r ~OH!50.9572 Å,a5104.52°,r ~HH!50.7408 Å, r ~CO!
51.1283 Å,r ~NN!51.0943 Å.
TABLE III. The optimal geometry, the harmonic frequencies and the inten-
sities for the monomers~MP2—full results, WT basis!.a,b
E H2O H2 CO N2
Geometry
r 0.9619 0.7387 1.1421 1.1216
a 104.22
E~2! 276.337 763 21.162 883 2113.175 557 2109.331 702
ZPE 0.021 449 0.010 277 0.004 766 0.004 926
freq./int.
n2 1630/70.9 4511/0.0 2092/36.05 2156/0.0
n1 3827/4.8
n3 3957/70.8
aThe experimental values: H2, r50.7416,ve54395 cm
21; ~Ref. 85! N2,
r51.094 Å, ve52360 cm





053802 cm21. ~Ref. 85!
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Downloawhere the derivatives are with respect to the H2 bond stretch-
ing, and the subscripts denote the dimer and the mono
basis sets, respectively.!
The analysis of the interaction energies was carried
using the Trurl package linked toGAUSSIAN88.65 The vibra-
tional calculations were performed usingGAUSSIAN92 at the
Cornell Theory Center.
B. The H2O•••H2 system
1. Search for equilibrium geometries; BSSE effects
The H2O•••H2 system was investigated by us in an ea
lier paper31 in a different basis set. The objective there w
mapping of the potential energy as a function of intermolec
lar configurations, the monomers were kept rigid and geo
etry optimization was not carried out. Two lowest-ener
configurations located in that study are denotedzz andohx,
and are used here as starting points for geometry optim
tion @see Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!#. In the zz structure, H2 ap-
proaches the O atom along the C2 axis of H2O @see Fig. 2~c!#,
while in the ohx structure H2 forms a T-shaped structure
with the OH bond of H2O, with H2 perpendicular to the
water plane@see Fig. 2~a!; H2 center of mass location is a
x2, and the H2 axis points into the page#. The geometry of
these complexes was fully optimized at theMP2 level by
FIG. 2. The model structures of the H2O•••H2 complex. In~a! H2 points into
the page, andx2 denotes location of the H2 midpoint. In ~b!, H2 points
toward the O atom and lies approximately in theyz plane perpendicular to








using the gradient algorithm contained within theGAUSSIAN
program. For the optimized structures, a complete set of vi-
brational frequencies and IR intensities was calculated.
The parameters of the optimized structures and the har
monic frequencies at the two minima obtained in the WT
basis are given in Tables IV and V. The different angles are
defined in Fig. 2@x1 in Fig. 2~a! defines the direction perpen-
dicular to the OH bond#.
Gradient optimization of thezz structure resulted in the
lower of the two minima. The optimizedzz structure con-
tains a linear O•••H–H bond, with H–H in the plane almost
perpendicular to the H2O plane@see Fig. 2~b! and the last
column in the Table IV#; the H2 axis makes an angle of 23.9°
with the C2 axis of H2O. It should be stressed that the rota-
tion of the water molecule, such that the dihedral angle
~H1O,x1x2! changes from 172.5° to 180.0° and
b5~H3O,x1x2! changes from 83.5° to 90.0°~i.e., H2 is
placed in the plane exactly perpendicular to the H2O plane!
increase the totalMP2 energy by only 2mH. In the optimized
TABLE IV. The MP2/WT geometries for two optimized structures of
H2O•••H2.
a,b The calculations without frozen core, 6D orbitals.
Parameters H2O•••H2 (ohx) H2O•••H2 (zz)
r ~OH! 0.9619 0.9621
a~HOH! 104.3 104.2





ESCF 277.196 779 277.197 002
E~2! 277.500 211 277.500 507








a!See Fig. 2 for the definition of the different angles. Figure 2~a! is for ohx
and Fig. 2~b! is for thezz structure.
b!Bond lengths in Å, the angles in degrees, total SCF energyESCF, totalMP2
energyE~2!, and ZPE energy in a.u.; CP-corr.-counterpoise~CP!, corrected
interaction energy for geometry obtained in gradient optimization, without
CP geometry correction;DESCF andDE~2! in mH; CP-geom.corr.-CP cor-
rected interaction energy for CP corrected geometry;DESCF andDE~2! in
mH.
TABLE V. The MP2/WT vibrational frequencies and IR intensities for the
two optimized structures of H2O•••H2 ~n in cm







Mode n I n I n I
n1~OH sym. stretch! 3827 11.2 3823 11.6 3824 5.7
n2 ~bend! 1631 60.5 1634 60.7 1632 69.3
n3 ~OH asym. stretch! 3956 100.3 3952 92.6 3954 73.2
n4 ~HH stretch! 4471 1.7 4474 1.8 4462 14.5
aA H-bonded configuration related toohx, in which H2 is rotated into the
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Downloohx structure, the H2 center is still in the water plane, how
ever, it is removed 11° from the OH bond axis toward t
water bisector; also, the H2 axis is distorted slightly from the
direction perpendicular to the H2O plane.
As one can see from Table IV, the effect of hydroge
bond formation is to distort slightly the monomer subuni
The OH bond of water is stretched by 0.0002 Å in thezz
complex. The HH bond is stretched by 0.0046 Å inzzand by
0.0043 Å inohx. The energy-related aspects of the studi
complexes are also reported in Table IV. It can be seen,
the electron-correlation contribution to the interaction ener
calculated at theMP2 level is attractive and very important in
determining the order and the magnitude of the stabilities
The above results were obtained using the standard c
puter code, that does not take into account BSSE. BS
correction to weak interactions is known to be important a
often very substantial~even in ‘‘good’’ basis sets, see, e.g
Ref. 31!. It is a common procedure in the literature to car
out optimization on the CP-uncorrected surface and to int
duce the correction, only for the final energy of the op
mized configuration. It has been noted, however, in the p
that this procedure can lead to substantial errors in the e
librium geometry.25,31,56–60For the H2O•••H2 cluster, the de-
ficiencies of this procedure became very apparent in exp
atory calculation carried out in the inferior 6-31G** basis.
The optimizedzz structure obtained in this basis is quit
similar to that obtained in the WT basis, but the value
CP-corrected interaction energyDE~2! is positive!
To assess the effect of BSSE on the equilibrium geo
etry in the WT basis, we carried out a limited ‘‘manual
reoptimization of theCP-correctedequilibrium geometry
and interaction energyDE~2!.
We started by optimizingR~O•••H! at theMP2 level us-
ing fixed subunit geometries taken from the full-geomet
optimization in the WT basis set. Since calculations of R
31 suggested that at the CP-corrected minimum the H2 mol-
ecule should be in the water plane~a50°!, we carried out the
optimization both for the planarzz configuration with H2
approaching alongC2V ~a50°!, and for the bent configura-
tion obtained in optimization without BSSE correction~a
523°!. The CP-correctedMP2/WT calculations yield opti-
mumR~O•••H3!52.7319 Å for the structure witha523° and
R~O•••H3!52.7247 Å for the structure witha50° (C2V).
These values should be compared to the 2.6319 Å va
obtained in optimization without BSSE for the bentzzstruc-
ture. The bent structure~a523°! is slightly ~19.6 mH54.3
cm21! higher in energy than the structure witha50°. This is
in agreement with calculations of Ref. 31 in a different bas
where it was shown that the potential well in thezz region is
quite flat with respect to the bending of H2 toward one of the
lone pairs of H2O, in the plane perpendicular to the H2O
plane.
We also carried out reoptimization of the H1•••x2 dis-
tance in theohx structure@see Fig. 2~a!#, for a configuration
with d579°,b589°, c589° obtained from the BSSE uncor
rected optimization. The minimum distance was found to
2.3669 Å, to be compared with 2.3113 Å obtained witho
the BSSE correction. A reoptimized distance for a simi






























5c590°) wasfound to be 2.41 Å; the CP-corrected inter-
action energy was 19.2mH54.2 cm21 lower than for the
bent structure. The 11° deviation of the OH•••x2 bond from
linearity found in the CP-uncorrected optimization was
found to remain valid for the CP-corrected optimization of a
structure withd5b5c590° and the intermolecular dis-
tance of 2.41 Å.
~As noted above, the counterpoise correction has a muc
more dramatic effect on the results obtained with the poore
6-31G** basis. Reoptimization of the intermolecular dis-
tances while using the CP correction changed the distanc
by 0.1–0.3 Å.!
The above calculations in the WT basis do not take into
account the changes in the monomer geometries due to t
CP correction. Of these the most important change is ex
pected to be in the H2 bond length. To evaluate this change,
the calculations of the CP-corrected interaction energy wer
carried out as a function ofr ~HH!. In the optimal configura-
tion, the HH bond length was found to decrease with respec
to the CP-uncorrected result by 0.0031 Å for bentzz ~a
523°! configuration, by 0.0039 Å for planarzz, and by
0.0032 Å for the ohx configuration. Reoptimization of
r ~HH! lowered the interaction energy by severalmH.
We also checked the effect of the change ofr ~HH! on
R~O•••H!, but this effect was found to be negligible, as well
as the changes in the equilibrium geometry of the water mo
ecule. Our ‘‘best’’ binding energies in the WT basis are
2866.454mH52190.2 cm21 for the zz configuration ~a
50°!, and2700.051mH52153.6 cm21 for the ohx struc-
ture. These values were obtained with BSSE correction fo
the planarzz configurationa50°, and for theohx structure
with H2 perpendicular to the water plane, after reoptimiza-
tion with BSSE correction with respect to the intermolecular
distance andr ~HH!. In the case ofohx, we verified in addi-
tion that BSSE does not affect the optimal value of the angl
between the OH bond and the intermolecular axis connectin
the O atom with the center of H2.
The optimizedzz configuration witha50° is thus more
stable by 37 cm21 than ohx. This result is in qualitative
agreement with the results of Ref. 31, where the differenc
between the two forms in theS(d f ) basis set was found to
be 20 cm21. The higher stabilization of thezz form in the
WT basis set is primarily due to improved description of the
electrostatic, exchange, and deformation contributions
which seem to be saturated in this basis set.64~a!
As noted above, BSSE effects on the optimal geometr
are much larger in the case of the inferior 6-31G** basis,
than in the case of the WT basis used throughout this stud
This result exemplifies the importance of a high quality basis
set in gradient optimization studies of weakly bonded clus
ters.
2. Vibrational frequencies and intensities for H 2O•••H2
Vibrational frequencies were calculated in the WT basis
for the zz andohx geometries obtained from gradient opti-
mization. The standardGAUSSIAN code for the harmonic nor-
mal mode analysis was used. No attempt was made to in
clude the BSSE corrections or the anharmonic corrections t
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Downlosity calculations were designed predominantly to stu
trends and qualitative effects, rather than to calculate clu
spectra accurately.
The intramolecular vibrational spectra of the H2O•••H2
complex in the optimizedzz andohx configurations in the
WT basis are given in Table V. In addition, we show resu
for another low-energy H-bonded configuration,31 ohpr; this
configuration was obtained by the rotation of H2 in ohx into
the water plane, followed by gradient optimization co
strained to the water plane~in plane optimization yielded one
imaginary intermolecular frequency!. The two OH stretch
frequencies are redshifted with respect to the monomer b
cm21 in thezz structure, and by 4–5 cm21 in ohpr; in ohx
the change in the two frequencies is<1 cm21. The change in
the OH stretch intensities is much larger in the two H-bond
configurations than inzz; in ohx then1 intensity is enhanced
by factor 2.3, andn3 intensity—by factor 1.4, while inzz the
intensities are close to the free molecule values. The2
stretch frequency is redshifted by 40 cm21 in ohx, 37 cm21
in ohpr, and 49 cm21 in zz—this is a remarkably large shift
The ~induced! infrared intensity of the H2 stretch in thezz
configuration is larger than in the two H-bonded configur
tions by factor;8.5. We did not include in Table V the
harmonic intermolecular frequencies for H2O•••H2, since
their significance is doubtful. This is because of the ve
high anharmonicity and the weak intermolecular bonding
this complex.29
One may attempt to connect these results to experim
tal data.
Table I shows the effects of H2 adsorbate on the dangling
OH and OD bonds of ice. The measured frequency sh
~8–9 cm21! are larger than the ones calculated for H2O
bonded to a single H2 molecule~<5 cm
21!, indicating, per-
haps, that the shift in the dangling OH band on the ice s
face is some kind of collective effect of interaction of O
with a number of H2 adsorbate molecules, rather than with
single one. This idea is also consistent with our simulatio
of H2 adsorption on amorphous ice at 12 K~under conditions
mimicking the experiment!, which show that the surface is
packed with H2 molecules.
50~b! Slight increase in the inten-
sity of the dangling bond absorption upon exposure to H2 is
in qualitative accord with the computational results~see
Table I!.
Moroz and co-workers66 reported a 4129 cm21 infrared
band in the Ar matrix, which they assigned to ortho H2 in the
H2•••H2O dimer; this band is redshifted 26 cm
21 with respect
to the gas phase and 9 cm21 with respect to ortho H2 isolated
in Ar. Interestingly, they did not find a para H2 band. Our
Diffusion Monte Carlo studies of the dimer29 indicated that
due to zero-point motion effects para H2 is bonded to the H
atom of water~as in theohx configuration, however, H2 is
orientationally delocalized by zero-point motion!, while
ortho H2 can bond both to the H atom and to the O atom~as
in zz!. The experimental results thus appear qualitative
consistent with much larger induced infrared intensity o
tained for thezz configuration than forohx andohpr.
As noted in Sec. II, both ortho H2 and para H2 Q1 vibra-
tional bands were observed spectroscopically in studies of2





















by 27–16 cm21 with respect to the gas phase. These values
are similar to the shift reported by Morozet al.66 for the
ortho—H2•••H2O dimer in Ar. Our calculated H2 frequency
shifts for the two minimum configurations in the isolated
H2O•••H2 dimer are in the right direction~redshifts!, but
larger by about a factor of 2.
At this point one may ask whether the fact that the cal-
culated H2 redshift is much larger than in experiments has
something to do with approximations used in the present
calculation. To address this point~at least partially! we pro-
ceeded to remove some of the approximations; i.e., we cal
culated BSSE corrected H2 frequencies for the BSSE cor-
rected minima, and included the bond anharmonicity. This
was done as follows. The BSSE corrected interaction energy
was calculated for the two minimum energy configurations,
while varying the H2 bond length between 1 and 2 bohr~15
points were calculated in this interval!. We added to the re-
sulting interaction energy the energy of isolated H2 as a func-
tion of bond length. The result, which represents the depen
dence of the cluster energy on the H2 stretch was fitted to a
Morse function; the rms of the fit was about 40 cm21, and
the energy range of the fit was 0–10 000 cm21 above the
minimum. Standard Morse formulas were then used to obtain
the H2 frequency from the difference between the Morse
ground state, and the first excited state. The result was com
pared to similarly calculated Morse frequency of isolated H2.
@The obvious question in this calculation is whether one
should use for isolated H2 the monomer basis, or the dimer
basis. Fortunately, the H2 frequencies obtained in the three
basis sets are very similar—4305 cm21 ~monomer!, 4304
cm21 ~ohx dimer basis!, and 4306 cm21 ~zz dimer basis!#.
The H2 Morse frequencies in thezz andohx configurations
are 4280 and 4289 cm21, redshifted about 25 and 16 cm21
with respect to the gas phase. These shifts are much closer t
the experimental range of values given above.
The above exercise is not~of course! designed to pro-
vide the ultimate vibrational frequencies. An accurate calcu-
lation would require adjustment of the basis to obtain a better
match with the gaseous H2 frequency, and averaging over a
broad range of intermolecular configurations characteristic of
this complex.29 This exercise demonstrates, however, nu-
merically the~fairly well-known! fact that frequency shifts
obtained from the normal mode analysis of minima are, at
most, of qualitative significance, and that quantitative agree-
ment with experiments, if obtained in such a calculation, is
most probably due to a coincidental cancellation of errors.
C. H2O•••CO and H2O•••N2
1. Geometry optimization, effects of BSSE
In this part we report the structures, the energetics, and
the frequencies for the dimers formed by H2O with CO and
with N2. The potential energy surfaces of the complexes
were investigated at theMP2/WT level. The in-plane intermo-
lecular parameters employed here are defined in Fig. 3
These include the intermolecular distanceR and the anglesa
andb corresponding to the rotations of the monomers with
respect to the intermolecular axis. Thex point in Fig. 3 is in
the midpoint of the respective diatomics.2, No. 12, 22 March 1995ense¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
-
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DownloGlobal optimization yielded equilibrium structures
which the diatomic is bonded to a H atom of water in an
approximately collinear configuration OH•••CO or
OH•••NN. This optimized geometry is in accord with micro
wave data,1,2 ab initio mapping of the potential, which wa
carried out by us in the past in different basis sets,32,33 and
otherab initio studies of these clusters19–22,67~the latter stud-
ies were carried out without the BSSE correction!. The pa-
rameters of the optimized structures are given in Tables
and VII. For H2O•••CO, we found an extra H-bonded min
mum for the OH•••OC configuration; in accord with previou
studies bonding via O of CO was found to be significan
weaker than bonding via C.20
There is a discussion in the literature concerning a p
sibility of an extra minimum in the two complexes, in whic
FIG. 3. The model structure of~a! H2O•••CO; ~b! H2O•••N2.
TABLE VI. The MP2/WT optimized geometrical parameters for two stru
tures of H2O•••N2.
a
Parameters H2O•••N2, H bond H2O•••N2, T shaped (C2V)
r ~OH! 0.9629 0.9621
a~HOH! 104.4 104.2




ESCF 2185.043 576 2185.043 326
E~2! 2185.735 972 2185.734 871








aFor the notation and the units, see Table IV. For the definitions of
geometrical parameters, see Fig. 3.









the diatomic is bonded to the O atom of water, in a T-shaped
configuration.20–23We did not find such a minimum in the
WT basis; minimization starting from the T configuration
ended at the H-bonded minimum. Still, we calculated an op-
timized planar T configuration in which the diatomic was
constrained to be perpendicular to the intermolecular axis,
and theC2V axis of water was directed along the intermo-
lecular axis~a590; b5180°, see Fig. 3!. This configuration
was found to have one imaginary frequency in the case of
H2O•••N2 and two in the case of H2O•••CO. The energies of
the O-bonded T-shaped configurations were found to be sig
nificantly higher than of the H-bonded configurations~2166
cm21 in H2O•••N2 and2351 cm
21 in H2O•••CO!.
The arrangement of the heavy atoms in the global mini-
mum H-bonded configurations is not fully collinear. The ab-
solute minimum occurs when the axis of the complex O•••x
~see Fig. 3! is 11° off the NN axis in the NN•••HOH com-
plex, and 10° off the CO axis in OC•••HOH. Also, the hy-
drogen bonding is nonlinear. At equilibrium, the OH bond of
water makes an angle of 14° with the O•••X axis of the
complex for NN•••HOH, and 11° for OC•••HOH. In the sec-
ondary high-energy CO•••HOH minimum, there is a similar
deviation from collinearity of 12° between CO and O•••x and
of 17° between the OH bond and the O•••x axis.
The difference in the optimized bond length of the free
and the bonded OH in water is less than 0.0001 Å.
The well depths calculated as the BSSE corrected differ-
ence in energy between the complex and the monomers ar
22796.345mH52614 cm21 and 21816.933mH52399
cm21 for the H2O•••CO and H2O•••N2 complexes, respec-
tively. In H2O•••N2, the N2 bond length is very similar to the
monomer value, while in H2O•••CO, the CO bond length is
shortened by 0.0015 Å for OC•••HOH, elongated by 0.0005
Å for CO•••HOH, and shortened by 0.0003 Å for the
T-shaped conformer. The most significant changes inr ~OH!
c-
the
TABLE VII. The MP2/WT optimized geometrical parameters for three struc-
tures of H2O•••CO.
a
Parameters OC•••H2O CO•••H2O H2O•••CO ~T!
r ~OH! 0.9626 0.9619 0.9621
a~HOH! 104.52 104.4 104.2
r ~CO! 1.1406 1.1426 1.1418
R~O•••X! 3.8777 3.7908 3.2384
a 9.7 167.8 90.0b
b 63.5 68.8 180.0
ESCF 2188.845 578 2188.845 691 2188.845 161
E~2! 2189.516 619 2189.515 002 2189.514 828
ZPE 0.027 955 0.027 447 0.026 653
CP-corr.
DESCF 2517.456 2924.183 2368.081
DE~2! 22796.345 21072.721 21196.802
CP-geom. corr.
R~O•••X! 3.9176 3.8910 3.2950
a 9.78 167.8 90.0
DESCF 2717.624 21056.123 2448.265
DE~2! 22807.774 21113.584 21203.884
aFor the notation and the units, see Table IV. For the definitions of the
geometrical parameters, see Fig. 3. O•••X is defined as a distance from O to
the midpoint of CO.
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Downloawere found in the minimum HOH•••NN configuration~0.001
Å! and HOH•••CO ~0.0007 Å!.
Similar to the H2O•••H2 complex, we made some effort
to correct ‘‘manually’’ the optimized dimer geometries fo
BSSE. We started by optimizing thea angle ~see Fig. 3!
using fixed subunit geometries taken from full-geometry o
timization in the WT basis sets. We found that thea angle
optimization has a very small effect on the binding energ
Using quadratic interpolation we found that the value ofa
obtained in the BSSE uncorrected optimization is in error b
no more than 2°. Examination of the variation of the BSS
corrected interaction as a function ofR~O•••C! andR~O•••N!
showed that the BSSE correction to the optimal intermolec
lar distance does not exceed 0.1 Å.
2. Frequencies and intensities
The calculated harmonic frequencies and intensities a
presented in Tables VIII and IX.~No attempt was made to
correct the frequencies for BSSE or for anharmonicity.! In
the stable conformers of HOH•••CO and HOH•••NN, the OH
stretch frequencies of H2O decrease with respect to a mono
mer. The decrease is 15 and 18 cm21 for the symmetric and
antisymmetric stretch in HOH•••CO, and 8 and 10 cm21,
respectively, in HOH•••NN. There is a significant increase in
the stretch intensity—by factor 9.4 and 2.3 for the symmetr
and antisymmetric stretch of HOH•••CO, and by factor 4.9
and 2.1 for the symmetric and antisymmetric stretch
TABLE VIII. The MP2/WT vibrational frequencies and IR intensities for two
structures of H2O•••N2 ~n in cm
21, I IR in kM/mole!. Full calculation with
6D orbitals.
H2O•••N2, H bond H2O•••N2, T shaped
Mode n I n I
n2~HOH bend! 1635 53.9 1630 71.6
n1~OH sym stretch! 3819 23.4 3824 5.1
n3~OH asym stretch! 3947 149.3 3954 72.3
n4~NN stretch! 2161 0.3 2163 0.0
n5 53 10.6 i
n6 76 18.7 14 228.4
n7 92 0.1 33 0.0
n8 192 86.1 65 19.9
n9 266 65.3 61 0.0
TABLE IX. The MP2/WT vibrational frequencies and IR intensities for three
structures of H2O•••CO ~n in cm
21, I IR in kM/mole!. Full calculation with
6D orbitals.
OC•••H2O CO•••H2O H2O•••CO ~T!
Mode n I n I n I
n2~HOH bend! 1636 46.9 1631 57.1 1628 71.43
n1~OH sym stretch! 3812 44.9 3829 15.3 3824 5.43
n3~OH asym stretch! 3939 163.3 3957 127.7 3954 72.9
n4~CO stretch! 2104 31.5 2090 49.8 2095 33.7
n5 56 10.4 38 9.5 i
n6 89 12.1 62 26.4 i
n7 101 1.34 80 0.0 53 12.3
n8 219 81.9 146 89.8 62 1.2









HOH•••NN. The calculated HOH bending frequency is
higher from the isolated H2O frequency by 6 cm
21 in
HOH•••CO and by 5 cm21 in HOH•••NN. The bending in-
tensity is lower than in the monomer; the decrease is by
factor 1.5 in HOH•••CO and by factor 1.3 in HOH•••NN.
This result appears related to an experimental observatio
that the bending intensity in ice is lower than in a water
monomer.
There is an interesting difference between the calculated
frequency shift of the stretch vibration of N2 and of the iso-
electronic CO in the two dimers. In H2O•••N2, the N2 stretch
frequency in the H-bonded minimum configuration and the
N2 frequency in the O-bonded T configuration differ by only
2 cm21 from each other, whereas in H2O•••CO the two fre-
quencies differ by 9 cm21. The CO frequency is even lower
in the H-bonded HOH•••OC minimum; it is 5 cm21 below
the T-shaped configuration, and 14 cm21 below the
HOH•••CO minimum. The frequency of CO in the H-bonded
HOH•••CO minimum configuration is112 cm21 above the
gas phase, while the frequency shift of N2 in H2O•••N2 mini-
mum is only15 cm21.
It is of interest to compare the calculated frequency
shifts in the two dimers to the shifts in the ice/adsorbate
systems. The calculated OH stretch shifts in the dimers ca
be compared to the experimental results for the shift in the
dangling OH and OD bands due to bonding to CO and N2
adsorbate~see the Introduction and Table I!. The experimen-
tally measured shifts to the red are in the range 16–22 cm21
for the N2 adsorbate on H2O and D2O, and 35–60 cm
21 for
the CO adsorbate. The sign and the order of magnitude of th
experimental shifts is similar to the calculation, however, the
calculated shift is smaller by about a factor of 2–3. The
discrepancy is not surprising, considering that in the dimer
one diatomic molecule is connected to a single OH bond o
water, while the shift occurs in frequencies of two OH stretch
vibrations ~symmetric and antisymmetric!, which are delo-
calized over two bonds. On the other hand, we have show
in a recent study52 that vibrational excitations of the dangling
OH ~or OD! bonds are localized onsingledangling bonds;
moreover, these bonds may interact with more than one di
atomic adsorbate molecule. Also, collective effects are no
included in the calculation; as discussed in Ref. 68, shifts in
OH stretching frequency due to attachment of a gaseous mo
ecule to a H atom can be enhanced by hydrogen bonding o
a water molecule to another H2O. ~For example, the experi-
mentally measured dangling-OD shift due to ethylene
adsorbate69 is 2.1 times larger than the OH stretch shift mea-
sured for the HOD–ethylene dimer.70!
Thus, a larger shift in the OH stretch frequency is, in
fact, expected in the adsorbate-surface system, as compar
to the complex. We are encouraged by the fact that in pairs o
experiments conducted under similar conditions, the fre-
quency shift of the dangling OH or OD bonds due to the CO
adsorbate is larger by about a factor of 2 than the shift due to
N2; which is similar to the calculated ratio of the OH stretch
shifts in H2O•••CO and H2O•••N2 dimers. The increase in the
intensity of the dangling bond infrared absorption by up to a
factor of 2.5 upon adsorption of N2, and up to a factor of 4.0
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Downlothe calculated increase in intensity of OH stretch bands in t
H2O•••N2 and H2O•••CO dimers with respect to the mono-
mer.
Our computational results are also fairly consistent wi
the measured spectra of the N2 and CO adsorbate on ice~see
the end of Sec. II!. The CO adsorbate stretch band is
doublet.53 The higher-frequency band was shown to be du
to CO bonded to dangling OH~or OD! bonds; this band is
shifted by19 cm21 with respect to CO(g), which compares
quite favorably with the112 cm21 shift calculated for CO in
the H-bonded configuration of H2O•••CO. The lower-
frequency band is shifted by27 cm21 with respect to the gas
phase, and corresponds to CO attached to other binding s
on the ice, away from the dangling bonds. These sites m
be in the vicinity of dangling O atoms on the surface~a
dangling O atom is an O atom with a ‘‘missing’’ hydrogen
bond!; but most probably correspond to CO adsorbed in
surface indentation and interacting with several water mo
ecules at a time.50,53While similar many body sites are not
present in the dimer, we examined the difference in the C
frequency in three configurations: HOH•••CO, HOH•••OC,
and a T-shaped configuration. The CO frequency shifts w
respect to the gas phase in the three configurations are112,
22, and13 cm21, respectively. This result is consistent with
the notion that the CO frequency shift is sensitive to th
relative configuration of CO and the water molecule~s! with
which it interacts. This is in contrast to N2, in which the
calculated shift in the dimer is much smaller and much le
site sensitive than in the case of CO. Based on these com
tational results, one expects the N2 adsorbate frequency to be
less shifted with respect to the gas phase, and much less
sensitive than the CO adsorbate frequency. This expectat
is born out by experiment; the measured N2 stretch spectrum
is either a single peak~Raman! or a peak with a weakly
separated shoulder~infrared!, and the shift with respect to the
gas phase is not more than a few cm21. This result should be
contrasted with the CO adsorbate spectrum, which consi
of a well-separated doublet.
We are not aware of any measurements of vibration
spectra for the H2O•••N2 and H2O•••CO complexes in the gas
phase. The spectra are available for these complexes
matrices,10–12however, the comparison with the present ca
culations is not straightforward, since the shifts in H2O fre-
quencies are strongly influenced by matrix effects. Thus, f
example, in the case of H2O•••N2 in the Ar matrix,
12 the shift
in the antisymmetric OH stretch/water bending/N2 stretch is
223.6/14.9/22 cm21 with respect to the gas phase, an
22.5/110.6/11 cm21 with respect to H2O and N2 isolated in
the Ar matrix; the calculated shifts at the minimum of th
dimer with respect to gaseous H2O and N2 are210/15/15
cm21.
The CO stretch frequency in the H2O•••CO complex was
measured in the Ar matrix11 ~shift with respect to the gas
phase:16 cm21; shift with respect to CO isolated in the
matrix:111 cm21. A similar measurement in the O2 matrix
10
indicated a shift of12 cm21 with respect to the gas phase
and 11 cm21 with respect to the matrix. This value can be
compared to the112 cm21 shift calculated by us with re-



















adsorbate at the dangling OH~or OD! sites. The blueshift in
the CO stretch frequency in the H-bonded dimer configur
tion seems to be generally characteristic of systems in whi
the carbon of CO is connected to a proton donor or to
positively charged ion. Similar increase in CO frequency wa
reported for matrix isolated complexes of CO with severa
proton donors, where CO functions as a proton acceptor,10–12
for CO bonded to cations in zeolites,71 for CO complexes
with metal halide ligands in Ar matrices,72 and for CO
bonded to Na1 on NaCl surfaces.73
The assignment of the intermolecular harmonic freque
cies given in Tables VIII and IX for the H-bonded minimum
configuration is as follows.n5 and n6 are the librational
modes of the diatomic; the lower-frequency vibration is in
the complex plane, and the higher-frequency one—out of t
plane.n7 is the intermolecular stretch vibration.8 andn9 are
the water librational modes. Again, the lower-frequenc
mode of this pair is in the complex plane, and the highe
frequency one—out of the plane. We are not aware of an
published experimental data on the intermolecular freque
cies of the three complexes of our interest. One can compa
however, our results to the experimental frequencies of t
linear OC•••HF complex. For this complex, a frequency of
389.6 cm21 was measured for the doubly degenerate HF l
brational mode of OC•••HF in the Ar matrix;11 and frequen-
cies of 125 cm21 and 57612 cm21 were estimated for the
intermolecular stretch and for the degenerate low frequen
CO libration from the analysis of the rotational spectra of th
complex.74,75 The calculated frequencies for H2O•••N2 and
H2O•••CO given in Tables X and XI are reasonably consis
tent with these results. The ordering of the frequencie
OC•••HF.H2O•••CO.H2O•••N2 is the same as the ordering
of the binding energies, as expected. The degeneracy of
librational modes is removed in our complexes, due to the
nonlinearity.
Lower level calculations of the H2O•••N2 frequencies in
the hydrogen bonded structure were carried out in the past
the smaller 4-31G and 6-311G** bases, employing RHF.21
TABLE X. The interaction energy and its components~in mH! for three
configurations of the H2O•••H2 complex.
Energy Aa Bb Cc
DESCF 2378.389 2398.786 2127.387
DE~2! 2837.179 2850.488 2692.812
DE~2! 2458.790 2451.702 2565.425
DEHL 277.001 299.799 230.722
eexch
HL 1072.732 1037.258 1098.638
ees
~10! 21149.733 21137.057 2867.916
DEdef
SCF 2301.388 2298.987 2358.109
eCHF
~20! 2262.179 2263.092 2293.392
eind
CHF 2315.985 2316.563 2381.430
ees,r
(12) 64.956 77.138 16.956
edisp
~20! 2767.538 2763.725 2704.449
DEexch
~2! 243.792 234.885 122.068
SCFDd 21145.927 21162.511 2831.836
aA: H2O•••H2, zz, R~O•••H3!52.7319 Å,a523.9.
bB: H2O•••H2, zz, R~O•••H3!52.7247 Å,a50.0.
cC: H2O•••H2, ohx, R~O•••X2!52.3663 Å.
dSCFD meansDESCF1edisp
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DownloAnother study of IR spectra was carried out on in Ref. 20 o
the H2O•••N2 and H2O•••CO complexes at theMP2/6-31G**
level. The blueshift in N2/CO stretch and H2O bending, and
the increase in OH stretch intensity were obtained for th
H-bonded minimum, and are in accord with the prese
study. The main difference with respect to our study is fo
FIG. 4. Major stretch-dependent components of the interaction energy in
H2O•••H2 complex, as a function ofR~HH! for ~a! zz configuration,a50°;




~20! , MP25DE~2!, exch5eexch
HL .
Energy in microhartree, distance in bohr.
TABLE XI. The interaction energy and its components~in mH! for the
optimized configurations of H2O•••CO and H2O•••N2 complexes. Full cal-
culation with 6D orbitals.
OC•••H2O CO•••H2O N2•••H2O
DESCF 2571.456 2924.183 2156.834
DE~2! 22796.345 21072.721 21814.961
DE~2! 22224.889 2148.538 21658.127
DEHL 737.511 357.576 622.473
eexch
HL 4501.857 1860.315 2756.713
ees
~10! 23764.347 22217.891 22134.239
DEdef
SCF 21306.967 2566.607 2779.307
eind
~20! 21316.638 2631.991 2823.743
eind
CHF 21647.445 2713.633 2955.414
ees,r
(12) 2641.653 836.759 2451.841
edisp
~20! 22077.003 21469.989 21742.760
DEexch
~2! 493.767 484.692 536.474




OH stretch; in Ref. 21, OH stretch was calculated to be blue
shifted, while in Ref. 20 much smaller@~25!;~12! cm21#
red- and blueshifts were obtained. This is in contrast to the
present computational results and to the experimental resul
on the effect of N2 adsorbate on the infrared bands of dan-
gling OH. Parishet al.22 obtained the intermolecular har-
monic frequencies using the Molecular Mechanics for Clus-
ters ~MMC! potential; their frequencies are significantly
lower than ours.
D. Analysis of the contributions to the potential
surface
To better understand the differences in the stabilization
between the three complexes and the origin of the vibrationa
shifts, the interaction energy components were analyzed i
the WT basis set according to the procedure proposed an
applied in Refs. 25–27,31–32,40–43,76. In this analysis the
interaction energy is decomposed into components of differ
ent physical origins, such as electrostatic, dispersion, an
exchange repulsion. The decomposition for the optimized
configurations of the complexes is shown in Tables X and
XI. The definitions of the different interaction components
are presented below. More details on the partitioning used
here can be found in Refs. 41 and 76. A similar analysis was
carried out by us in the past for each of the three
complexes31–33 in different basis sets. The new feature here
is the comparison between the optimized structures of the th
three complexes obtained in the same high quality basis. A
entirely new feature of the present analysis is the examina
tion of the physical origins of the dependence of the inter-
molecular potential in the complexes on the diatomic stretch
coordinates~see Figs. 4 and 5!.
Our analysis focuses onDESCFandDE~2!. The recently
established scheme permits dissection ofDESCF and of
DE~2! into their components using perturbation theory of
intermolecular forces. According to Ref. 41,DESCF consists
of the following contributions:
the
d:
FIG. 5. Major stretch-dependent components of the interaction energy as
function of deviation ofr ~CO! from equilibrium, for the H-bonded configu-
ration of the H2O•••CO complex. The following abbreviations have been
used: def5DEdef
SCF, es5ees







































whereDEHL is the Heitler–London contribution, andDEdef
SCF
is the SCF-deformation contribution. The HL component
divided into electrostaticees
~10! and exchange terms. For large
intersystem distances,DEdef
SCF may be interpreted as the in-
duction energy. It is due to mutual polarization constraine
by the Pauli principle. We also consider the second-ord
IMPPT approximation toDEdef
SCF—mainly the uncoupled
Hartree–Fock~UCHF! eind and the coupled Hartree–Fock
~CHF! eind
CHF, induction energies.
The total interaction energy through the second-ord
MPPT,DE~2!, is represented as a sum ofDESCF andDE
~2!.






(12) denotes the second-order correlation correctio
to the electrostatic effect,edisp
~20! is the dispersion interaction
andDEexch
~2! is the second-order exchange-correlation term.
We first compare the energy components in the two o
timized structureszz and ohx of H2O•••H2 ~see Table X!.
The total interaction energyDE ~MP2!5DE~2! is represented
by the sum ofDESCF andDE
~2!, the second-order perturba-
tion theory correction, which represents correlation effec
The correlation effects are very important in both structure
ohx andzz, but the ratio ofDE~2! to DESCF is 5.4 forohx
and 2.2/2.1 for thezz structure, witha523.9°/a50°. Thus,
the correlation effect is much more important for theohx
structure. The electrostatic termees
~10! represents the major
attractive term and its contribution toDESCF is similar in
both configurations. What makes the difference between t
two configurations is the exchange repulsion term, which
much more important in theohx configuration than inzz.
This large repulsion cancels partially the dispersion and t
deformation SCF attraction. Thezz structure is favored by
much smaller exchange repulsion thanohx. Both structures
also benefit from a considerable electric polarization effec
as evidenced by substantial values of theDEdef
SCFdeformation
term. The electrostatic correlation termees,r
(12) is repulsive and
quite small. The second-order exchange effect amounts
122.068 and 234.885mH, i.e., to about 11% and 22% of the
HL-exchange term in theohx andzzstructures, respectively.
This is much less than for nonpolar systems.
We now carry out comparison between the electron
structures of the three complexes in their lowest-energy co
figurations:zz structure of H2O•••H2, and the two H-bonded
structures of H2O•••N2 and H2O•••CO ~see Tables X and XI!.
The three molecules H2, N2, and CO have substantial qua
drupoles, CO has, in addition, a small dipole. The long-ran
electrostatic interaction with the water molecule is dom
nated by the interaction between the diatomic quadrupo
and the water dipole. The quadrupole momentQ of H2 is
positive. TheQ of N2 is negative, since the electric momen
of thes lone pair along the NN axis is more significant tha
that of thep bonds about the axis. Carbon monoxide has
more negative quadrupole moment than the isoelectronic N2,





















order of the stabilities of the complexes is
H2•••H2O,N2•••H2O,OC•••H2O. The electrostatic compo-
nentsees
~10! represents the major attractive terms, followed b
dispersionedisp
~20! and the SCF-deformation components. A
noted above, the exchange repulsion~eexch
HL ! is the smallest
along theC2V axis of water, and thus the HL term is negative
in the H2O•••H2 zz complex, while it is quite large and posi-
tive in HOH•••NN, and even larger in HOH•••CO; in the
latter two complexes the exchange repulsion is larger in si
than the attractive electrostatic componentes
~10! . ~The elec-
trostatic and exchange terms are probably overestimated
the HOH•••CO complex, because of the overestimation o
the CO dipole in the WT basis, see Table II.! The more
negative quadrupole moment of CO and the presence of t
dipole result in a stronger electrostatic interaction i
HOH•••CO than in HOH•••NN. The SCF-deformation inter-
action constitutes 26% ofees
~10! in H2•••H2O, 36% for
N2•••H2O, and 34% for H2O•••CO. In the second order the
electron correlation gives rise to dispersion energyedisp
~20! , but
also changes monomer permanent moments, thereby cont
uting to the second-order electrostatic correlation ter
ees,r
(12) . This term is repulsive for H2O•••H2, but becomes sig-
nificantly attractive for H2O•••N2, and even moreso for
H2O•••CO. The latter result is quite understandable in view
of the fact that the correct sign of the CO dipole moment
obtained only at theMP2 level and that the quadrupole mo-
ment of N2 increases in absolute value by;30% at theMP2
level ~see Table II!. However, in HOH•••NN, ees,r
(12) is can-
celled by the second-order exchange effectDEexch
~2! , which
increases the total exchange repulsion, while partial canc
lation occurs in HOH•••CO.
The main correlated attractive contribution is the dispe
sion interaction. On the relative scale of the total interactio
energy, the dispersion energy is most attractive for H2O•••N2
~96% of the total energy!, less so for H2O•••H2 ~90%!, and
even less so for H2O•••CO ~74%!. To summarize these con-
siderations, we displayed all the data in Fig. 6. The plots o
this figure represent the contribution of the electrostatic, HL
SCF-deformation, dispersion, and electrostatic-correlatio
FIG. 6. The components of the interaction energy as a function of the to
interaction energy for optimized geometries of the three system
H2O•••H2zz, H2O•••N2, and H2O•••CO.
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Downloterms as a function of the total interaction energy for th
three systems. The electrostatic interaction and the SCF
formation dominate the left side of the figure, i.e.
H2O•••CO, while the relative contribution of dispersion is
higher for H2O•••N2 and H2O•••H2.
One of the quantities of major interest in cluster studie
is the influence of weak bonding on the intramolecular d
grees of freedom. In Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! we show the depen-
dence of the different interaction energy components on t
H2 stretch coordinate, around the estimated equilibrium d
tance, for thezz @Fig. 4~a!# andohx @Fig. 4~b!# configura-
tions of H2O•••H2. The interaction energy in the plots is
defined as the difference between the energy
H2O•••H2~RHH!, and the sum of the energies of H2O and
H2~RHH! ~all the energies were, of course, calculated in th
dimer basis!. Changes inRHH cause monotonical changes in
the different interaction components. The frequency of H2 in
the complex is determined by the equilibrium curvature of
sum of the intramolecular potential component and of th
r ~HH!-dependent terms in the intermolecular interactio
Since the latter terms do not display much curvature, the
main effect appears to be the shift of the equilibriumRHH
distance to larger values, where the curvature of the intram
lecular potential is smaller@also see Tables III, IV, and Refs.
13~b! and ~c!#. Thus, the red frequency shift of H2 in
H2O•••H2 is due to the major bond stretching components
the interaction—electrostatic and dispersion, which in Fig.
have a negative slope. The negative slope can be related
the fact that both the quadrupole moment and the polarizab
ity of H2 increase, as the bond is stretched.
77 Another minor
bond stretching component isDEdef
SCF, which ~as noted
above! can be interpreted as the induction effect. The e
change repulsion, which has a positive slope, cancels p
tially the influence of the bond stretching interactions.
CO stretch dependence of the intermolecular potent
components is shown in Fig. 5. In this case the bond co
pressing components~electrostatic and exchange! win over
the bond stretching components~dispersion and deforma-
tion!, resulting in a decrease in equilibrium bond length~see
Tables 3 and 7!, and in a concurrent increase in the CO
stretch frequency. The positive slope of the electrostatic i
teraction in Fig. 5 is consistent with the fact that the dipo
and the quadrupole of CO become less negative as the b
is stretched.78 CO polarizability increases with bond stretch
ing, resulting in the negative slope of the dispersion intera
tion in Fig. 5.
The present results are pertinent to commonly employ
models for frequency shifts in weakly bonded system
which assume that asingle interaction component~say, in-
duction or dispersion! is responsible for the observed shift
Our calculations suggest that generally one should exp
several stretch-dependent components, which may canc
each other to a significant extent. Here one encounters
well-known difficulty in modeling of weakly bonded
interactions—that these interactions are determined by
interplay between several terms of different signs and phy
cal origins.Ab initio calculations emerge as an invaluabl





































Ab initio calculations were carried in a well-tempered
basis set~WT! on the MP2 level for the three clusters
H2O•••H2, H2O•••N2, and H2O•••CO. The calculations in-
cluded optimization of geometries~including an investiga-
tion of BSSE effects on the optimized geometries and ene
gies!, analysis of the different contributions~electrostatic,
exchange, and dispersion! to the intermolecular interactions
near the minima, and calculation of the harmonic vibrationa
frequencies. In particular, we investigated changes in mon
mer frequencies and infrared intensities due to formation
the weak bonding. The frequency and intensity shifts we
connected to experimental data on infrared spectra of i
surface/adsorbate systems, with H2, N2, and CO as adsor-
bates.
The minima were found to be dominated by electrostat
interactions between the anisotropic charge distributions
the monomers. H2 has a quadrupole moment correspondin
to extra negative charge in the middle, and extra positiv
charge at the edges. The quadrupole moment of N2 and CO
corresponds to an opposite charge distribution. CO has,
addition, a small dipole corresponding to extra negativ
charge onC. Two minima on the PES were found for the
H2O•••H2 complex—one, in which H2 approaches the O
atom ‘‘edge on’’ on theC2V axis ~2190 cm
21!, and another
in which H2 is bonded via its middle to the H atom of water,
and H2 is perpendicular to the water plane~2154 cm
21!. For
both H2O•••N2 and H2O•••CO, a minimum was found for a
configuration in which the diatomic is bonded ‘‘edge on’’ to
the H atom of the OH bond in approximately collinea
OH•••NN and OH•••CO arrangements~the deviation of OH
and of the diatomic axis from collinearity is about 10°!.
These minimum configurations are in qualitative accord wit
past studies of these systems.1–2,19–22,32–33The minimum en-
ergies for H2O•••N2 and H2O•••CO were calculated to be
2403 and2616 cm21. Minimization attempts starting from
configurations in which N2 or CO is bonded to the O atom of
water via its middle~in a T-shaped configuration! ended in
the H-bonded global minima. Constrained minimization in
which the diatomic center of was was placed on theC2V
water axis, and the diatomic axis was perpendicular toC2V
resulted in O-bonded T-shaped configurations of significant
higher energies than the global minima~2166 cm21 in
H2O•••N2 and2351 cm
21 in H2O•••CO!.
Effects of the BSSE correction on the optimized geom
etries were investigated. In the case of H2O•••CO and
H2O•••N2 hydrogen bonded complexes, the changes in equ
librium geometries due to the counterpoise correction we
found to be quite small. Much larger sensitivity to the coun
terpoise correction was found in the H2O•••H2 complex, par-
ticularly in the O-bondedzz configuration. Gradient optimi-
zation yielded a C1 minimum in which H2 is in the plane
nearly perpendicular to H2O, making a 23° angle with the
waterC2V axis. After application of the BSSE correction, a
planar structure in which H2 lies on theC2V axis was found
to have lower energy. These calculations and also pa
studies25,31,79indicate that BSSE correction to the geometr
is particularly important when an electrophilic species ap
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DownloCalculations of vibrational frequencies were carried o
predominantly in the harmonic approximation, withou
BSSE correction, for the gradient-optimized structures. T
results were compared to the experimentally measured vib
tional spectra of the ice surface/adsorbate systems, with H2,
N2, and CO adsorbates.
47–53While one cannot expect quan-
titative agreement between calculated spectra of dimers a
experimental spectra of many body adsorbate/surface s
tems, the calculations reproduced qualitatively a consid
able number of experimentally observed effects, includin
~a! the redshift in H2 frequency upon formation of a weak
bond to water molecules~b! the blueshift in CO frequency
upon formation of the weak OH•••CO bond, and~c! the
small effect of bonding to water on the N2 frequency. The
redshift in the H2 frequency was shown to be due primarily
to bond stretching by the electrostatic and dispersion comp
nents of the intermolecular interaction. The blueshift in C
frequency is a combined effect of the electrostatic interacti
and the repulsive exchange component of the interactio
both of which increase when the CO bond is stretched.
The OH stretch frequencies in the dimers were found
be redshifted by the weak bonding with respect to gaseo
water, in the order H2,N2,CO; the infrared stretch intensity
was found to increase in the same order. These results
qualitatively consistent with the observed effect of H2, N2
and CO adsorbate on on the infrared band of the dangli
OH and OD bonds on the ice surface.@The dangling bonds
are bonds of water molecules in which H~or D! is not in-
volved in hydrogen bonding to a neighboring wate
molecule47–53#.
During the last ten years, numerous theoretical and co
putational studies were published on the nature of we
bonding in cluster systems. Theoretical investigations of t
effects of weak bonding on monomer frequencies and inte
sities have been much more scarce; there are very few clu
systems for which such effects have been well understo
~e.g., Refs. 45, 46, and 80!. We are encouraged by the fac
that the the presentab initio calculations appear to yield
sensible qualitative results for frequency and the intens
changes in the dimers of water with three different gaseo
molecules. On the other hand, our calculations confirm t
well-known fact, that frequency shifts in molecular cluster
obtained by anab initio gradient minimization followed by
normal mode analysis are~at most! of qualitative signifi-
cance. We are currently carrying out detailedab initio map-
ping of the dependence of the potentials for the H2O•••H2
and H2O•••CO clusters on monomer vibrational coordinate
including the counterpoise corrections. The potentials will b
used in more accurate calculations of anharmonic vibration
spectra of the clusters, and of the adsorbate/ice systems.
Comment:After writing this paper, we became aware o
a very recentab initio calculation86 on the structure and the
vibrational frequencies of H2O•••CO. The frequencies were
calculated for the HOH•••CO and the HOH...OC configura-
tions in a smaller 6-31G(d) basis; the results are qualita-
tively similar to the ones given in the present paper. Th
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